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1 Executive Summary 

 

The objective of WP9 “Employability and Healthcare Demonstrators” is to prove the  
generic  applicability  of  the  TAS³  trust  infrastructure  for  exchanging  and managing 
personal information in different domains, in particular in the areas of employability  
and  healthcare. 

Building on the initial UK employability integration trial from Year 2, described in the 
previous iteration of this document, the updated demonstrator looks further at ways in 
which the process can be both captured and automated as much as possible through the 
use of TAS³ services. Additional TAS³ components have been integrated into the 
upgraded version of this integration trial, i.e. delegation of authority, Online 
Compliance Testing and the Ontology Service. Other TAS³ components, used  in the 
previous version, have been updated mainly with a view to improving user centricity 
and usability. 

The new demonstrator in the Netherlands explores the use of TAS³ in a legacy 
application setting. The TRIPOD consortium consisting of existing actors in the 
employability field has been established and full collaboration of the different service 
providers has been obtained. The scenario chosen is of high likelihood in the current 
difficult economic situation. The mass layoff scenario represents a typical use case when 
a factory closes down or a significant downsizing of activities takes place: in such 
situations a large number of employees are affected. Many European countries have 
already provided a legal framework for these unfortunate situations: see, for example, 
the recent closing of the General Motors plant in Antwerp affecting 2600 workers. 

Finally, the Healthcare scenario has been updated and partially modified as a result of  
the withdrawal of the original Dutch Healthcare Partners. However the new scenario 
builds further on the Healthcare integration trial from Year 2, described in the previous 
version of this document, and focuses on enabling user-centricity in the Healthcare 
environment using the TAS³ architecture. It also supports the type of domain-specific 
implementation of TAS³ in the exploitation plan described in Deliverable 11.6. 

A first step towards demonstrating TAS³ (the major goal of WP09) has been made by 
mapping the selected use cases on to real world and legacy systems (involving 
participating organisations and people, available software and available data). 

 

The evaluation report in the second iteration of D9.2 will detail the outcomes of the 
demonstrators and formulate recommendations for further improvements which will be 
implemented when working towards the final demonstrators at the end of the project. 
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2 UK Employability Integration Trial 

2.1 Non-legacy application, ‘bottom-up’ development 

2.1.1  Introduction 

Graduate employability, as discussed in deliverables D1.1 and D1.4 as well as in the two 
previous iterations of this document (D9.1) is a topic that has come under increased 
focus in the recent economic climate, and especially in the UK. Recent national spending 
reviews and cuts have brought into focus the issue that graduates want to see a return 
on their educational (and financial) investment and are seeking ways of improving their 
currency in the competitive market for jobs. The recent Browne report1 in the UK, while 
proposing changes in funding for UK Higher Education, has increased the emphasis 
upon potential students, as paying customers, considering how their employability will 
be improved when choosing a university course. 

In the UK an increasing number of institutions are addressing this by offering students 
practical workplace experience through work placements. There is a myriad of such 
schemes, varying in duration from 6 weeks to a year, some associated directly with 
courses, others allowing students ‘time out’ from their degree. Students are placed in 
UK companies, SMEs and, increasingly, overseas. There is also a growing number of 
agencies and cross-institutional schemes operating in this field, offering services of 
varying quality. Many UK HEIs are contracting specific agencies as approved suppliers 
in order to attempt to guarantee a level of service for their students.   

Building on the initial UK employability integration trial from Year 2 (described in the 
previous iteration of this document), the updated demonstrator looks further at ways in 
which the process can be both captured and automated as much as possible through use 
of TAS³ services. The exchange of sensitive and private data between parties (university, 
student, placement provider/agency and organisations offering employment) remains 
key to being able to offer the best matched solution. The previous integration trial is 
extended to show pathways for more than one student user, and incorporates the 
integration of TAS³ technology into a Personal Data Store (PDS), owned and managed 
by the student and able to be used to provide data to enable more personalised services.  

Efficient flow and exchange of information about the students themselves, the 
programmes they are eligible for and the vacancies available is needed to support the  
matching of learners to appropriate placements. There are elements of choice at both 
ends of the process: learners want to be able to choose from a selection of suitable 
placements, while employers wish to choose from a selection of suitable students. 
Preservation of anonymity and gradual staged release of data, both from the students 
about themselves and the placement provider (employer) about the placement help to 
ensure fairness and impartiality throughout the process. 

2.1.2 Summary evaluation of previous integration trial 

The main aim of the Year 2 integration trial was to show integration of a collection of 
TAS³ components in a ‘green field’ situation where no previous system existed. 

                                                  
1http://www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/corporate/docs/s/10-1208-securing-sustainable-higher-education-
browne-report.pdf  
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We defined an outline storyboard based on a realistic scenario: this involves two 
students seeking work placements who are interacting with TAS³, one coming from 
within the institution and with previous experience of TAS³ for other processes, the 
other as an external student who is new to TAS³. From this we developed an end-to-end 
business process, where the user was able to select a matching service on the basis of 
chosen levels of trust and security. Development effort concentrated on  reliable 
integration of a number of TAS³ components, taking initial prototypes developed 
independently and incorporating them into an overall process so that meaningful results 
were generated and processed by each. This choreography integrated work by six 
different WPs (Single sign-on, use of security policies, service discovery, service 
selection, use of Trust settings, Workflow management and use of the Audit Bus and 
Dashboard) while paying consideration to user centricity. 

We broke the process down into five phases: joining, registration, service discovery and 
selection, service execution and an end phase. The trust database was populated with 
default values, the student user authenticated to the system using ZXID2 and logged in 
using her University credentials. Placeholder terms and conditions were used to show 
introduction of legal content. A SAML3 token returned basic user data from the IDP, 
which was viewed and accepted for the process before being used for programme 
matching and selection. Further registration data was collected, the user set her policy 
levels for  trust and security, and the Discovery service, invoked by the workflow, 
located Service Providers who could offer the correct programme. The Discovery Service 
called the Trust PDP to ensure that the list of services returned to the user matched the 
user’s settings, and the list of services and trust ranking were returned to the workflow 
PEP, which delivered it to the workflow.  

We were able to show how an empty set of results could be returned if the user 
preferences could not be met by any of the available Service Providers; in this instance 
the user was given the opportunity to refine her policy settings and return to the service 
discovery phase.   

We were then able to execute an exception where, by manually manipulating the trust 
ranking of a service in the trust database, the user was warned about non-compliance of 
her choice and the process looped back to repeat the Discovery Service. 

On successful repeat of the Discovery service the chosen service was invoked and the 
invocation call, including personal data and policy information, was passed through the 
PEP, checked with the PDP and the service executed. We were able to show all 
transactions in the Dashboard, and finally the user was asked for feedback and issued 
with a receipt  consisting of a user-friendly handle on the log information collected 
during the transaction.  

Following a significant amount of development and integration effort, we were able to 
show successfully that it was possible to integrate components based remotely on 
different machines to perform this end-to-end demonstrator, which was shown at the 
project review in March 2010. However we were aware that at this stage in the 
integration process, we were using placeholder, very coarse-grained, policies and 
minimal personal data gathered dynamically from an application form. To build on this, 
we saw the need to progress to finer-grained policies and data, and to incorporate use of 
an existing user data store in order to move closer to a full pilot situation.  

                                                  
2 http://www.zxid.org/ 
3 http://www.oasis-open.org/specs/#samlv2.0 
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2.1.3 Outline of new scenario with new features highlighted 

This Year 3 demonstration develops further the scenario described in the previous 
release of this deliverable. As before, it aims to be flexible and focuses on showcasing the 
integration of TAS³ technical components within the context of a real-life situation.  

We aim to continue the integration theme and to encompass the full range of TAS³ 
components (in particular use of the Ontology Service via the Credential Validation 
Service and use of OCT to assess a service provider’s reliability and therefore 
contributing via the KPI to its trust ranking) but also to include multiple user workflows 
to show an episode of interaction with TAS³ from multiple perspectives, and to show use 
of personal data (represented by a placeholder in the previous demonstration) from a 
TAS³-enabled version of  an ePortfolio of the type that is currently used by students at 
the University. The TAS³-enablement of the ePortfolio also has led the project into the 
direction of presenting a Personal Data Store (PDS) as a unexpected output.  

Technically the demonstrator involves the integration of services with existing web-
based sources of data, specifically with a TAS³-enabled PDS. As before, the central 
processes involved in the real-life scenario are held largely within office procedures and 
are not automated, with significant use of integrated computing applications. The lack 
of systems supporting existing processes in the scenario has enabled us to focus on the 
user’s needs in terms of planning user-centric service development  and integration of 
the core TAS³ components. 

We have also broadened the scenario so that instead of just one, it includes the 
perspective of two student users: Learner 1 is new to TAS³ and has no previous 
experience with using a PDS; Learner 2, on the other hand, already has a TAS³-enabled 
PDS, has used TAS³ before and is familiar with its functionality, but has never used it 
before in the context of seeking work placement. We are therefore able to show how both 
new and existing TAS³ users are able to interact with the system.  

The Trust service (as described in deliverable D5.3) involves a combination of three 
engines: reputation, KPI and credential based. Reputation is based on feedback from the 
business process, ranked in the Trust database. Trust criteria can therefore consist of 
asking for services with different types of reputation scores, which meet boundaries for 
testing scores (e.g. no failures in the previous month) or for specific credentials (only 
those services certified by a certain party). Users can generate trust policies according to 
these criteria or combinations of these criteria. For example:  

1) Only accept services with a reliability score of: 

 >90% 
 >75% 
 >50% 
 accept any, this is not important to me 

2) Only accept services with an average feedback score of: 

 >9/10 
 >7/10 
 >5/10 
 I don't mind what the average feedback rating is 

3) Only accept services which have been certified by the University of Nottingham): 
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 require University of Nottingham certification 
 accept any, this is not important to me 

We anticipate that later versions of the design might also allow the following: 

4) Only accept services which have a performance score that is 

 very high 
 high 
 medium 
 I don’t mind 

(Performance score is computed from stock price, frequency of use, etc.) 

The OCT component of TAS³ (see deliverable D10.3) publishes messages about a 
service’s performance quality to the audit bus; the Trust PDP uses a listener client to 
monitor this. Ultimately, however, the result returned by the Trust PDP will be Accept 
or Deny for a service. The use of the OCT service to automatically test services used in 
the TAS³ set of applications allows the demonstrator to show automatic reactions of the 
system to changes in trust ranking of specific services.  

The Ontology Service communicates with the Credential Validation Service (CVS), 
which is part of the SP authentication process in the Matching Service (see the process 
illustrated in the sequence diagram in Figure 5 below). For example, if the language 
used by a Service Provider and the learner’s policy are different, the Ontology service is 
called to see if there is a valid match using the structure of subject/attribute/role. The 
Ontology service communicates with the CVS, which in turn talks to the PDP, then the 
PEP, and finally to the Matching Service. If the Ontology Service fails, the Matching 
Service fails in the same way as policy denies access but with a specific error linked to 
the failure of the system to link to the data specific policy to service provider rules in the 
PDP.  

2.2 Integration trial demonstration environment and scenario 

2.2.1 Basic Storyboard 

Actor Person Description 

New TAS³ user (external) Learner 1 Accesses TAS³ via the application 
which supports it when looking for a 
job (Placement Co-ordinator 
website). She creates an account 
with the SP that is TAS³ enabled. 

Established TAS³ user 
(internal) 

Learner 2 A more long-term user whose 
institution has already provided him 
with a TAS³-enabled personal data 
store in the form of an ePortfolio 

Placement Co-ordinator World of Skills  Has a contract with an institution to 
manage student placements using 
TAS³, but also has an external 
presence and will offer similar 
services to external candidates from 
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Actor Person Description 

other institutions 

 

Service Provider Matching Service Provides a TAS³-enabled matching 
service 

TS3-enabled PDS Mahara4 PDS ePortfolio service with additional 
TAS³ functionality 

 

2.2.2 Use of the architecture 

This scenario uses the following components from the TAS³ architecture: 

 Web browser 

 Front end Web GUI 

 Business Process Engine 

 Web services 

 User Audit/Dashboard 

 Policy Editor and Consent Management 

 Delegation settings 

 Identity Provider 

 Trust and Reputation 

 Authorisation 

 Delegation Service 

 Ontology Handler 

 Discovery Registry 

 Trust Network Management Processes 

 Business Process Models 

 Policies 

 Modelling Tools 

 Organisation Level Ontology 

 Audit Events 

 Online Compliance Testing 

The components used are highlighted on the latest version of the project architecture 
diagram in Figure 1. 

                                                  
4 http://mahara.org/  
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Figure 1 TAS³  architecture diagram showing components used 

2.2.3 Prerequisites 

All actors (placement administrators, placement providers and any application-specific 
service providers) are already registered with a TAS³ network and have agreed to any 
contractual obligations; vacancy profiles are available to the system, and have 
previously passed through a registration process similar to that for service providers. 

 University and Placement Co-ordinator have an agreement and are registered with 
TAS³ IdP 

 There is a TAS³-enabled PDS available: the Placement Co-ordinator is able to trigger 
automatic generation of new accounts and Learner 2 already has an account 

 Matching Service Providers have signed up to the TAS³ network and conform with 
any overarching contractual obligations  

 Placement Providers have registered placements with Matching Service Providers 
and these are categorised accurately using a profile that can be matched to learners 

 Trust network is in place 
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2.2.4 Basic storyboard 

1. Learner 1 (an external user) is seeking a placement and decides to register with a 
placement administrator who is able to offer places on a suitable programme. The 
learner enters the placement administrator system via the website and is asked for 
authentication. She is able to do this by selecting her preferred IDP and using 
SSO: if she is successfully authenticated she is able to log in.  

2. If login is successful, Learner 1 is asked to accept the terms and conditions for the 
service, and is asked to provide registration information. This is the first point at 
which this user actively submits her data to the TAS³ infrastructure. This data is 
collected using a registration form and is used by the Placement Co-ordinator to 
check eligibility (most such programmes are only open to those who are current 
registered students with a UK Higher Education Institution). Previously we used 
application form data to represent this information. By collecting it in a form 
marked up using the UK Leap2A5 ePortfolio interoperability standard, it becomes 
possible to import this data into a Mahara ePortfolio/PDS. 

3. The Placement Co-ordinator triggers the process to set Learner 1 up automatically 
with a Mahara PDS and the application form data is transferred to it with a base 
default policy attached to it. Learner 1 can edit this policy within Mahara; she can 
also now use this data for other purposes, should she so wish. She can also use 
Mahara to view her own personal Dashboard to track use of her data within TAS³. 
As in the previous demonstrator, PERMIS policies will be used 

4. Meanwhile Learner 2 (an internal user) has reached a stage in his course where 
his institution says he must carry out a work placement. His institution already 
has a contract with the Placement Co-ordinator to manage learner work 
placements for this programme, and has already provided all students on this 
course with TAS³-enabled Mahara PDS accounts, which learners can log into using 
SSO and have been using for other TAS³-enabled transactions. Learner 2 therefore 
already has the necessary placement matching data within his PDS, and it already 
has policies attached to it. He also has a personal TAS³ Dashboard with records of 
his other transactions (business processes and sets of audit data). Learner 2’s 
institution has enabled the functionality within the system that allows him to click 
on a button that activates the placement process; this functionality is now pushed 
to the Learner.  

5. Both learners now specify trust policies for the placement service and create a 
profile using a view within Mahara which they share with the Placement Co-
ordinator. 

6. The Placement Co-ordinator uses each learner’s profile to match him or her to a 
programme. Specific programmes may require additional data, or specific policies 
to be attached to data. Both learners can add data to their view, fine tune their 
policies and agree to any additional terms and conditions that may be attached to 
their delegated programme. 

7. Learners then specify their delegation criteria: they can choose to delegate 
responsibility for finding matches to the Placement Co-ordinator. 

8. The Placement Co-ordinator also has a set of policies for dealing with Matching 
Service providers. These are added to the user data and the Service Provider must 
comply with both.  

                                                  
5 http://wiki.leapspecs.org/2A/specification  
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9. The Placement Co-ordinator triggers the Discovery process, which then selects or 
rejects appropriate candidate services in the network according to their compliance 
with trust and security policy levels. These are partly determined by the results of 
routine testing using OCT and the current status of the SP’s KPI. The ontology 
service is used to resolve any mismatch in policy terminology (see process in Figure 
2). 

 

 

Figure 2 Position of Ontology Management Services (OMS) 

10. Following the negotiation phase, the learner or Placement Co-ordinator (depending 
on delegation criteria) is presented with a list of suitable Service Providers: this 
can be none, one or many. (For current demonstration purposes we do not need to 
limit this as we will be using dummy data; at a later stage we will consider an 
option to limit results if a very large number of matches is returned.)  

11. If a trust ranking changes during service discovery, the discovery service loops 
back.  

12. The chosen matching service is executed: learner data is released to it and the 
execution process involves interaction of the main policy decision and enforcement 
points to ensure compliance with the learner’s policies. The request to invoke the 
matching service is authorised, and this invocation is achieved via the policy 
framework. The results are also passed back through the policy management 
services to ensure security of the data. This phase of the demonstrator is a thin 
slice at this stage but is nevertheless able to illustrate how the policies are used 
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within the system, how data is protected by the binding terms of the TAS³  
infrastructure and how these can be expanded further to include service providers. 

13. The resulting list of matching vacancies is written to the learner’s PDS with an 
associated policy that includes rights for the learner only. The learner may choose 
to grant additional access rights. The Placement Co-ordinator receives notification 
that results are available, and may choose to email learners to tell them they can 
be viewed.  

14. Once the match is complete the learner makes specific applications for the 
placements he or she is interested in. If the learner does not receive any matches 
or rejects the choices offered the whole matching process can be repeated with the 
learner changing his or her trust requirements. 

15. The TAS³  monitoring and auditing services are operational throughout, so at any 
stage each learner is able to interrogate the Dashboard to see what has happened 
to his or her data. At the end of the process the learner, Placement Co-ordinator 
and Service Provider are each issued with a receipt that gives information about 
data has been used and the actions performed.  

16. All data (apart from the audit data) associated with the transaction is destroyed: 
any new interaction with the system is via a separate workflow. The log events are 
never deleted, but these do not contain any PII. 

2.3 Demonstrator status and objectives 

This process has at its heart the user selecting and securing personal data for use in a 
specific application provided by a TAS³-compliant framework. The interaction in this 
framework shows how policies are used in the system in order to protect the user, the 
service provider and the wider integrity of the application framework. 

In practical terms, the integration of TAS³ systems and data remains a key development 
challenge presented by the scenario. In terms of the wider scenario and real-life 
application, the demonstrator puts the user at the centre of the process and in control of 
who provides job matching, what personal data they can use, and how long they can use 
it for. 

This control by users over their personal data highlights practical steps to show how 
user-centric privacy can exist in distributed computing applications. This privacy 
extends to allow both employers and service providers to secure any information that 
they present to the system. 

Overall, the following issues are addressed: 

 The need to integrate systems and transfer data 

 Provision of a better choice of matching facilities for learners 

 Giving learners control over access to their data and the ability to check who has 
accessed it and in what context 

 Preservation of privacy and anonymity within the process.  

The management of policies is at the centre of the work. Further aims are to 
demonstrate: 
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 authentication/authorisation of access to sensitive data secured by both users and 
service providers 

 policy setting/tuning managed in a user-friendly way but also secure enough for use 
in a complex and distributed system 

 trust negotiation using metrics that the user can understand and relate to 
(negotiation must present meaningful results and ensure that the trust levels of 
service providers can be readjusted in real time, and in extreme cases re-negotiations 
can take place mid-process)  

 some key service integration between application level services and the TAS³  trust 
infrastructure to demonstrate external service provider interaction with the trust 
framework 

 that the user is at the centre and in control of use of personal data (achieved by 
feeding significant events in the process back to the user for approval; clear and 
understandable interfaces need to  be presented to the user, particularly for the 
policy-setting process and key decision points in the workflow) 

 a sizeable part of the complete integrated TAS³ trust infrastructure in action (the 
flow will illustrate how a user can begin interaction with TAS³ and continue through 
to the execution of an application in the framework and the retrieval of the result; 
this presents interactions with the key security and user-specific components in TAS³  
and presents a strong basis for future developments). 

The main achievements in this demonstrator are the integration of a variety of 
components generated by a number of partners. Technically the cross-domain 
management of user-secured data in the TAS³  policy framework is an innovation that 
the project will build upon in further development phases. This is also reflected in the 
logging framework, with Dashboard interaction and the receipt as an additional log-
based innovation, giving users the wherewithal to investigate application execution once 
it has completed, should they wish to do so.  

The sequence diagrams in Figures 3-6 below show how the components built by project 
partners interact in this demonstrator. This extends and expands the model used in the 
previous demonstrator: new services not included then are shaded in blue. 
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Figure 3 SSO phase 
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Figure 4 Service selection and delegation 
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Figure 5 Negotiation and OCT 
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Figure 6 Web service prime, call and end phase (including ontology use)
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Overall the sequence is divided into four main phases, shown on the three diagrams 
above. The first is the SSO phase, where the user requests, and is either granted or 
denied access to, the application that is running on the TAS³ framework. The user at 
this phase is represented by information held by their home organisation in SAML 
format. This basic limited data will be used to identify the role that the student has at 
that organisation (e.g. undergraduate student, postgraduate student, etc). Once granted 
access, the student will present personal data and select his or her data security policies 
in the service selection phase and delegation phase (SSD). 

The SSD phase will involve the user being presented with a registration form which acts 
as an application form. As with a traditional application form, this will request personal 
data. This data can be input directly via a web form, or alternatively the user could give 
pointers to data held remotely (e.g. in an ePortfolio or PDS). As users are presenting 
personal data at this phase, this is the point where they select policies to protect it. This 
offers an improvement on traditional application methods as it offers finer granularity: 
for example different sections of a CV or ePortfolio view can be given different degrees of 
security. 

If delegation has taken place, the CVS checks that the presenting user actually has 
authority to handle data in this context. The Negotiation phase takes the user’s settings 
and checks the available service providers to see who can fulfil the requirements 
according to the user’s preferences. It presents the user with a list of potential services 
to provide a job match based on the preferences and security/trust settings declared in 
their registration/application form. If no services can be presented at this point, the 
process can loop to allow the user to modify or add new security. Note that this process 
involves use of OCT to check the reliability of providers’ services. This check continues 
after service selection to ensure the system is providing accurate services based on the 
user’s preference. It presents the user with a list of potential services to provide a job 
match based on the preferences and security/trust settings declared in their 
registration/application form. If no services can be presented at this point, the process 
can loop to allow the user to modify or add new security settings and try again. 
The final phase is the actual call to get the placement match. This consists of the 
transfer of personal data across domains and involves obligations and policy checks.  As 
in other phases, calls to policy enforcement and decision points and application-specific 
calls will all be logged and directed to the user Dashboard. The results of the match will 
be returned to the user’s PDS. Finally a receipt will be passed to the user giving a 
summary of the Dashboard logging data with links to log sources for more detail.  

2.4 Future Work 

While the healthcare demonstrator is trialling integration of TAS³ components into an 
existing system, the UK employability demonstrator continues to demonstrate how a 
new system and new approach to existing ways of online data sharing can be developed 
and demonstrated using TAS³ as a catalyst.  

Future work in the final year of the project will extend this work into a pilot with users 
and service provider systems and focus on expanding the range of functionality in all 
areas.  

This phase of integration effort builds on that from phase 1, which concentrated on 
standards compliance and testing of basic TAS³ components: the emphasis now is on 
demonstrating more advanced functionality as components develop and mature, and 
integration with a user-owned PDS.  
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The final phase of development will extend this further to incorporate a wider range of 
service providers, a larger number of end users and, if feasible, investigate application of 
TAS³ to international data exchange involving the NL employability demonstrator. In 
terms of storyboard, for this final phase the process will be demonstrated for a vacancy 
provider joining the system and securing vacancy information prior to it being matched. 
This will illustrate how other users can take part in the application, thereby bringing in 
user data from various sources and different groups. 

As with the healthcare demonstration, the scope of the final integration phase and its 
technical implementation is heavily dependent on the TAS³ components which will be 
available at the time of planning. In terms of user centricity, in phases 3 testing and 
further development on the interfaces will take place following rigorous engagement 
with users. This involvement will often consist of monitoring, but in cases such as trust 
negotiation we expect to explore how interested users can influence the process in real 
time. 

To support this increased user centricity the flexibility of both the Dashboard and other 
audit/event notification mechanisms is being improved upon, alongside further 
improvements in workflow adaptability,  will all be provided in consultation the project’s 
new usability expert. As in the case of negotiation and OCT testing we will aim to make 
the user aware in real time of what is happening with the workflow, services selected 
and user data in the system.  

In terms of technical development around policy and data security efforts to increase the 
level of technical integration between standards and software will continue. The work 
using ontologies is critical to this development as is the implementation work using 
ZXID and PERMIS. 
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3 Employability NL Mass Layoff 

3.1 Legacy Application integration 

3.1.1 Introduction 

A mass layoff is a process of ending labour contracts of more than 50 people within one 
organisation. 

The process starts with an announcement of the employer. The information has to be 
send to public authorities and representatives of the workforce. Procedures are 
regulated in a European Directive and in national law, jurisdiction and collective labour 
agreements. Typical reasons for making an end to a great number of (long-term) 
contracts at once are changes in strategy and markets followed by a decision to 
reorganise, economical decrease, or shut down.  

A mass layoff is not only an economic act. It is also breaking a psychological contract 
between employer and employee. Labour relations are described as partial gift 
exchange. Not only employers invest in employees and are paying salary, contributions 
for social security en training. Employees invest a lot in a job to build up career. Career 
perspectives within the company are drivers of motivation and performance. Typical for 
a mass layoff is an abrupt ending of career perspectives and income security. Damage 
control can be a lever for negotiating with public and private stakeholders about 
mobility and outplacement services. 

Mass layoff seen as forced mobility from job-to-job or a special type of outplacement can 
be more or less effective depending on the pace and quality of information exchange 
including the assurance of legal aspects and securing privacy and trust.  

Most important is to provide valid and reliable career information and job descriptions 
on which a personal competency profile and mobility plan can be based for all employees 
involved. The translation of these job descriptions and core tasks are the key in 
successful searching for new jobs and matching on competencies. These Employability 
Services are provided by the specialists of Centres of Expertise like Kenteq. 

In the Netherlands, both private and public employability providers work together to get 
redundant employees from job to job, without relying on the social security funds. In the 
use case Job seeker we follow an employee who must find a another job in six months 
time. In the search for another job, the job seeker meets different organizations and 
each organization needs his personal information for their services. It is a chain of 
services where personal employability information is supplemented and each time the 
information is exchanged between the service providers. 

The  TAS3 trusted infrastructure consist of intergrating the individual components, 
must ensure that the information is transferred securely and reliably exchanged. 

3.1.2 Objectives of the use case 

The objective of the use case is to prove that the TAS3 trusted infrastructure can 
perform in a realistic scenario for which no current system exists. we want to 
demonstrate that TAS3 can work with a variety of existing natioal legacy systems to 
meet a real problem. So reliable access to an transfer of legacy data is a major driver for 
tis use case. 
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Demonstrating the following areas: 

 Usability of the graphical user interface 

 Single sign-on across multiple real-life legacy systems 

 Policy management 

 Data discovery 

 Involvement an audit of multiple Service Providers 

 Legacy data integration 

 Improved Dashboard functionality 

3.1.3 TAS³  Components 

The TAS3 architecture is user centric, meaning that all actions begin with the user. In 
order to ensure that the personal information of the user is trusted and securely treated 
the components mentioned in Figure 6 are used in this use case. 

 

 

Figure 7 TAS3 architecture diagram showing components used 

The components used in this use case are highlighted on the latest version of the project 
architecture diagram in Error! Reference source not found.. 
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1. Web browser  

2. Web GUI ( Competent as skill and attitude measure instrument, the eaportfolio and the 
vacancy service) 

3. Business Process Engine (To orchestrate the job seeker process) 

4. Web services (We used the SOA gateway to connect the legacy applications) 

5. TAS3 Dashboard (Job seeker can see the audit information) 

6. Policy viewer (Job seeker can view the default policies) 

8. Identity Provider (We use TAS3 ZXidp) 

11. Authorization 

16. Discovery service (To discover the SPs that hold personal data of the job seeker) 

17 Audit Events (To audit al actions)23. Modelling tool (We used Intalio) 

3.1.4 Use case components 

4. SOA Gateway 

The SOA Gateway is the connector between the legacy applications and the TAS3 
infrastructure to create the web services. This component is outlined in section 3.2.3. 

8. Identity Provider (IdP) 

The IdP provides Single Sign On capability (SSO). SSO provides access control to 
multiple software systems who are all part of an agreed security federation. The TAS3 
IdP is provided by ZXID. Components who wish to implement SSO must redirect to the 
IdP web site, where the user will be requested for their sign on credentials. Once signed 
in successfully, they will be redirected back to the calling components where the 
application specific login procedures can progress. Further details on SSO and the ZXID 
IdP can be found in deliverable D2.1 

16. Discovery Services 

The discovery service allows clients to discover what service providers hold the personal 
data of the job seeker. Each SP must register their service with the IdP. Once the client 
has performed SSO, they have the ability to list all the services available at this IdP. 
Once the client has found the service with the appropriate data of the job seeker, they 
can use ZXID interfaces to retrieve this data. 

17. Audit Events 

Audit events are handled by the Audit Service. This allows clients to relay messages 
regarding the trust fabric to a central place within the TAS3 network. More details on 
the Audit service can be found in deliverable D8.2 
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3.2 Description of the Use Case 

3.2.1 Basic storyboard 

The employability NL pilots are defined as employability solutions for the individual 
career of an employee or for a group of employees in a threatened situation. In all pilots 
we use the employability services of Kenteq, the Centre of Expertise in the technical 
sector and we will test trust and security of shared services based on the use cases. In 
the pilots the employee is central. 

The following actors play a role in the story 

 Job seeker: redundant employee 

 Tripod: organizing the employability services 

 Kenteq: partner of Tripod who provides an assessment 

 Paragin: partner of Tripod who provides the ePortfolio 

 Werk.nl: partner of Tripod who provides the vacancies 

 

In the use case the organizer of Tripod has all actors already registered at ZXidp 
for Single Sign On services. 

A brief overview of the process in 9 steps, each step needs to be completed before 
the next one can happen. 

1. The company stops the production and the employees are faced to be redundant in 6 
months 

2. The job seeker does an intake at Tripod (consortium of employability providers) 

3. His HR data is exchanged from the company to the employability provider (Kenteq) 

4. He does an assessment what results in his Personal Competency Profile (PCP) 

5. His PCP is exchanged from the employability provider to his ePortfolio  

6. He gets access to a Vacancy data provider (database with Vacancy Competency 
Profiles -VCP-) 

7. He searches for a well fitting vacancy (Match between PCP and VCP) 

8. He applies for a Job 

9. He checks if his data policies are complied 

3.2.2 Use case actors 

We describe in  Table 1 all actors involved in the use case Job seeker with one employee 
or a group of employees that the search process will execute on the TAS3 infrastructure.  

Scenario Actor Person Task 
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Scenario Actor Person Task 

NewCarFactory - HR manager A Provides HR data 

Job Seeker (End user) - Dirk Brown Find a new job 

ID provider (ZXidp) - ID coordinator Provide an ID for SSO to 
Dirk Brown 

Tripod - Organizer Organize the Tripod services 

PCP/APL provider 

(Kenteq) 

- Admin (Kenteq) 

- Assessor (Kenteq) 

Provides PCP services 

Executes the PCP 
assessment 

Provides PCP data 

ePortfolio provider 

(Paragin) 

- Admin (Paragin) 

- Job Coach (Paragin) 

Provides ePortfolio services 

   Coaching job seeker 

Vacancy provider 

(Werk.nl) 

- Admin (werk.nl) Maintenance and providing 
Vacancy data base 

New employer - HR manager B  Searches for new staff 

Table 1: Use case actors 

 

3.2.3 Legacy Architecture 

Figure 8 shows the legacy architecture of the use case Job seeker. The end user has 
access to the portal of Tripod, via the web front end he can use the TAS3 facilities. He 
can set his policies, view information on the dashboard and has access to the TAS3 
certified services. The authentication is done by using the Identity Provider ZXidp. 
Through a single sign on, he has direct access to the services of TAS3 external 
applications such as: PCP assessment system, the ePortfolio system and vacancy 
management system. All employability service providers exchange information using 
web services. 
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Figure 8: Legacy architecture 

SOA Gateway 
 

The SOA Gateway is a software tool that will allow you to expose data to new, or 
existing applications. It enables access to data from a wide range of database languages 
without server side code or middleware. The SOA Gateway has multiple different 
drivers to create Web Services for different databases and different programming 
languages. Depending on the amount of meta data available for a given database or 
programming language, the SOA Gateway Resource Discovery wizard can automatically 
define the components required to wrap a database or application program as a Web 
Service.  

The SOA Gateway works by inspecting the backend catalogue or language, and creating 
a Resource Definition file. This file is used to internally map the backend 
columns/parameters with the upfront web service definition parameters. This file is 
highly flexible and can be edited by the administrator to suit their particular needs and 
requirements. No changes are required to the existing database schemas or the 
language structures, thus making integration with existing legacy applications a 
completely transparent process.  

The SOA Gateway integration as a Service Provider within the TAS3 architecture is at 
the web service level. An additional component called the T3-SG-WSP has been 
developed in the TAS3 project, and this in turn uses ZXID. The T3-SG-WSP allows 
clients to retrieve the metadata for any web service by providing the “o=B” parameter as 
an argument on the web service URL. The T3-SG-WSP also ensures that Web Service 
Client (WSC) requests are validated to ensure they comply 100% with the TAS3 
specifications and security credentials. Upon validation the raw request is provided to 
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the SOA Gateway for processing. The T3-SG-WSP can accept a security policy definition 
and ensure this is policy is applied to the data by making a request to an internal or 
external PDP. Finally, the T3-SG-WSP will decorate the web service response with the 
necessary TAS3 security credentials thus allowing the WSC to validate the response on 
their side. 

The full process is as follows: 

1. Use the SOA Gateway Discovery Wizard to create web services from the exist 
data. 

2. Retrieve the metadata of these services. E.g. http://host/myService?o=B 

3. Register the metadata in the Circle of Trust area with one of more Identity 
Providers. 

4. Provide the WSC with the Entity ID of the registered service. This entity ID can 
be used directly, or can be used in conjunction with the IdP for ID-WSF 2.0 
service discovery.  

5. WSCs can use this IdP to perform Single Sign On (SSO) 

6. When the T3-SG-WSP receives a web service request, it validates that request 
using the TAS3 security protocols. 

7. If the request is valid, and policy checks are required, request the PDP to 
validate the request against the policy for this service. 

8. If the PDP confirms the request as valid, request the SOA Gateway to handle the 
request.  

9. If the request has been handled successfully, and policy checks are required, 
request the PDP to validate the response against the policy for this service. 

10. If the PDP confirms the response as valid, decorate the response with the TAS3 
security protocols. 

11. Send the response to the client.  

Further technical details on the SOA Gateway can be found in deliverable D8.1. 

3.2.4 Use case sequence diagram 

The following diagram shows the collaboration between the systems over the time. This 
cooperation is represented by sending messages. In the process, job seeker, we can 
distinguish nine major steps. These are the main steps in the use case, in which 
activities can be displayed. In figure 8 are the 9 major sequences showed. 
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Figure 9: General sequence diagram Job seeker 

 

3.3 Use case scenarios 

From the storyboard we describe a seven use case scenarios that the TAS³ infrastructure 
should or will be able to support in order to have a trustful data exchange of personal 
employability information. Added value from TAS3 in this use case is a trustful 
exchange of the personal data, a single sign on for all services and seamless steps from 
one service to another where his personal data can be reused. Important is the data 
discovery services that allows users to search within the TAS3 system at what providers 
personal data is stored. 
 Dirk is 41 years old and lower educated 

 He has 15 year experience at NewCarFactory in different positions. 

 NewCarFactory stops the production of a certain model of car and Dirk is faced to be 
redundant in 6 months. 

 The HR manager of NewCarFactory sends the basic information (names and email 
addresses) of the redundant staff to the organizer of Tripod. 
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 The Organizer of Tripod fills in both the contract data and basic information of Dirk 
at the system Competent. 

IdP accounts for all redundant staff are created. 

 

 

Figure 10: NewCarFactory - Dirk’s current employer 

Tripod is a Dutch cooperation of employability partners, with the goal of better service 
and user centricity. Tripod has agreed on using the NTA 2035 standard for data 
exchange of ePortfolios (http://www.nen.nl/web/Werken/NTA-2035-Eportfolio-NL.htm ) 
and the use of the same tables and vocabularies. 

The following service providers are participating in Tripod: 

 NewCarFactory : HR information 

 Kenteq   : PCP/APL provider 

 Paragin  : ePortfolio provider 

 UWV-werk.nl  : Vacancy provider 
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3.3.1 Context 

 

Figure 11: Dutch employability consortium TRIPOD portal 

 Dirk is redundant at NewCarFactory 

 He  does goes to the Tripod website 

 He authenticates via TAS3 Idp SSO 

3.3.2 Intake 

 

Figure 12: The intake process for new users 

 Dirk  start at the Tripod portal 

 Dirk accepts the TAS³ terms & conditions 

 He selects a PCP Provider (Kenteq is the only one) 
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 Dirk accepts the terms & conditions from Kenteq. 

 Dirk also accepts the default policies to the use of his personal data from Kenteq 

 Dirk is asked if he wants to search for his existing personal data in the TAS³ system 

 He gives consent to transfer his HR data from NewCarFactory to Kenteq 

3.3.3 PCP Assessment 

 

Figure 13: Competent application for PCP assessments  

 Tripod forwards Dirk to the PCP system of Kenteq (SSO action) to start the 
assessment 

 Dirk corrects or completes his data in the PCP system 

 Dirk completes the PCP assessment 

 The result of the assessment is the Personal Competency Profile (PCP) of Dirk 

 The assessor provides the PCP results to Dirk in Competent 
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3.3.4 ePortfolio 

 

 

Figure 14: Paragin’s ePortfolio 

 Dirk receives a email from Competent that the PCP assessment is completed. 

 He selects an ePortfolio Provider (Paragin is the only one) 

 Dirk accepts the ePortfolio provider Paragin (Toegang tot Techniek) terms & 
conditions. 

 Dirk also accepts the policies from Paragin 

 Dirk is asked if he wants to search for personal data in the system again. 

 He gives consent to transfer his PCP data to his ePortfolio 

 Dirk is forwarded to ePortfolio provider Paragin (SSO action) to check his portfolio 
data 
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3.3.5 Vacancy search 

 

Figure 15: Vacancy provider’s werk.nl website 

 He selects a Vacancy Provider (UWV is the only one) 

 Dirk accepts the vacancy provider (UWV-werk.nl) terms & conditions 

 To proceed with the Tripod business process Dirk has to accept specific policies on his 
data required by the vacancy service. 

 He fills in his search data 

 Werk.nl is matching his PCP with the Vacancy Competency Profile (VCP) 

 He gets the results of the vacancy search 

 Results are well matched vacancies 
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3.3.6 Applying 

 

Figure 16: Job application 

 He selects a vacancy and apply for that job 

 He sends a PDF of the showcase from his ePortfolio to the new employer 

 He accepts a suitable job at a mechanical company and signs a contract. 

3.3.7 Policy check 

 

 

Figure 17: TAS³ Dashboard 
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 Dirk checks if the service provider is compliant with his policy setting at the TAS3 
dashboard 

 

3.4 Future work 

In the last year of the project we want the future expand the use case with multiple end 
users (simultaneously) and focus on expanding the range of functionality in all areas of 
employability. We will integrate the various components that are developed in the 
project and we will tests various use cases. We will demonstrate more advanced 
functionality of the TAS3 architecture and we want to take into account the needs and 
wishes of the end user. 

We expect to demonstrate a number of TAS3 features such as; 

 Compliance testing for service providers. 

 Trust negotiation 

 Discovery services 

 Policy management 

 Dashboard functionalities 

We also want to demonstrate a use case, where the development of employees is central, 
with Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) as described in the previous version of thes 
deliverable (D9.1). 

We want to expand our activities further to a wider range of service providers and a 
greater number of end users. If it is possible, we want to examine the international 
exchange of personal information relating to the UK employability demonstrator. We 
can combine the current pilot of Nottingham with the method in the Netherlands for 
work placements. 

We will improve the usability of interfaces in consultation with a diverse group of end 
users. We want the users closely involved to the further development of our 
demonstrations. The involvement of the end user is very important for the technical 
design of the dashboard functionalities. For this we use the reporting of usability 
activities within TAS3 (see deliverable H2.2). 
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4 Healthcare Integration Trial 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Phase 1: Improved Information Exchange 

The drivers behind the current eHealth evolutions have been sketched in detail in D1.1 
and D9.1 v1. More in particular, the vision of providing ‘Continuity of Care’ as a 
cornerstone for improving quality of care has been explained. Continuity of Care 
requires Health Care Professionals (HCPs) to have at any point in time access to the 
relevant medical history of a patient. This requires a comprehensive follow-up of 
patients from cradle to grave. 

In year two of the project, the healthcare integration trial has shown TAS3 enabling 
improved information exchange between HCPs in the ehealth domain (cf. D9.1 v2). The 
trial scenario of deliverable D9.1 v2 was staged in the Belgian healthcare environment 
(which is comparable to many other EU countries). In Belgium, a number of hospitals 
provide access to their Hospital Information System (HIS) or a results server to 
professionals (essentially GPs). Patient access is currently still very rare (except 
possibly for downloading medical images). Exchange of medical data is mostly based on 
‘documents’, which is reflected in many electronic data formats and in the use of result 
servers which contain episode reports (such as a lab outcome, a radiology report, a 
medical consultation report, ...). In the trial, data was exchanged using the KMEHR 
(Kind Messages for Electronic Healthcare Record) XML standard6.  

 

 
Figure 18: Phase 1 integration trial services (D9.1 v2) 

 

The legacy PILS/Repository application used for the phase 1 integration trial (cf. D9.1 
v2) that has been demonstrated on the year 2 review meeting consisted of four 
independent services deployed in a test setup at the Custodix Data Centre: 

                                                  
6 See http://www.chu-charleroi.be/kmehr/htm/kmehr.htm for specification. This is a Belgian 
national standard, it is not used elsewhere. 
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 PILS portal 

 Identity Provider Service 

 Two repository Services, filled with dummy data 

In phase 1, the aim was to replace basic existent security functionality with TAS³ 
compliant implementations (cf. Figure 18). The focus was on reaching compliance with 
the TAS³ protocol stack, rather than on integrating the extended TAS³ security 
functionality (for which implementations are not yet available) into the application 
workflow.  

 

4.1.2 Phase 2: Patient Empowerment 

The vision of TAS3 is to deliver an environment where end-users have full control over 
their personal data. Whereas in the first demonstration phase TAS3 has been mainly 
demonstrated as enabler for building secure architectures, phase 2 focuses on the 
introduction of user-centricity in the management of personal information. By 
consequence the centre of gravity for this deliverable shifts towards the authorisation 
part of the architecture. 

The roadmap towards introducing user centricity in the health environment and 
demonstrating the full TAS3 capabilities was presented in the second project review of 
March 2010 using Figure 19. 

 
 

 
Figure 19: TAS3 eHealth eco-system roadmap (phase 2) 
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4.1.2.1 User-centric Data Management 

The first question that needs to be answered is: what does TAS3 enabled user-centric 
personal data management exactly mean within the eHealth environment? 

The main reason why there is an interest in user centric data management is the fact 
that it is an important aspect of patient empowerment (cf. D1.1, D9.1 v1). Obviously, 
data protection in ehealth is not a green-field area. Common data flows that are 
required for good functioning of healthcare are well defined and regulated by sets of 
laws and regulations. These laws and regulations (are supposed to) represent a least 
common denominator of what society expects of healthcare organisations and 
practitioners when they are treating their patients’ sensitive data.  

With the introduction of user-centric personal data management, patients should be 
able to express their personal preferences (differentiating from the default policies) as 
long as one is aware of the impact of one’s own choices. This end-user control is however 
not (and should not be) absolute, the societal and ethical framework puts some limits on 
the personal decision power on data exchange within healthcare (as in all domains). For 
example, one cannot expect a physician to be responsible for a treatment if a patient 
refuses to disclose relevant medical information. Or as another example, in many cases 
community benefit is deemed higher than the personal benefit and disclosure of data for 
research is mandatory (e.g. country disease registers). 

Finally, it should be noted that empowering people (with respect to managing their own 
data privacy) certainly does not mean that they will restrict access to their information 
as much as possible, and in such a way hamper established business processes. On the 
contrary, if properly implemented, a system for personal privacy policy management 
could for example facilitate requesting consent (by making it more convenient, by 
establishing more trust) of patients for more elaborate data sharing for specific purposes 
(e.g. research projects). 

In summary, user centric personal data management in the e-heatlth ecosystem 
requires: 

1. A convenient way for patients to adjust the default ehealth domain policies that 
are determined by legislation and ethical guidelies, so that their own data is 
governed according to their personal preferences on data protection. 

2. A system capable of dealing with specific (i.e. a limited domain) requests for data 
processing (consent). That should bring benefit to both consent requestors and 
patients. 

Key to the success of user-centric personal data management is the usability of the 
system. Experience has shown that even people that take genuine interest in privacy 
and care about controlling their own data, easily reach the point of configuration-fatigue 
(a point where one gives up on configuration because the number of options offered is 
simply to high and expressing personal preferences becomes too cumbersome and 
complex). Especially with security and privacy settings this is a problem, because for one 
these settings are not immediately related to functionality and thus not of primary 
interest. And secondly, there has not been done sufficient research on facilitating 
authoring and enforcing of fine grained access policies. In this integration trial, the risk 
for configuration fatigue is reduced by the inherent fact that policies are specified 
through modifications of a default one (and that options for modification are limited). 
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Further, usability is augmented in the trial by using the TAS3 environment to construct 
a central point for managing one’s personal preferences for data in the health domain. 
On this central dashboard an end-user can manage both the “static” personal 
preferences and specific consent requests and at the same time get an overview of who 
has accessed and processed his data. 

It should be noted that although management is centrally orchestrated from the end-
users perspective, it does not need to be implementation wise. In the same sense, the 
dashboard does not need to be a unique instance. First of all, the dashboard can be a 
portal uniting all functionality concerning personal data policy management 
implemented by different service providers. Secondly, there could be several dashboard 
providers (maybe with their own look and feel) from which end-users could choose.  

 

4.2 Integration Trial Environment Scenarios 

4.2.1 Setting 

The environment for the integration trial is illustrated in Figure 20. The setting extends 
phase 1 of the integration trial that was presented in D9.1 v2 (and during the 2010 
project review). 

In the healthcare integration trial environment, there is a service Provider hosting a 
“PILS Portal” which can be used by professionals to look for patient information on 
repositories which are registered in a Medical Circle of Trust (i.e. a CoT formed by 
medical service providers who want to give uniform access to HCP). In this 
demonstration two repositories have been connected: 

 One hospital repository (containing mainly discharge information) 

 One Summary Repository (containing summary records originating from primary 
care) 

There can be multiple Identity Providers. In this trial, they are all authoritative with 
respect to unique user identities and unique healthcare professional identifiers. This 
simplified approach to identity managed is largely modelled according to the Belgian 
situation (cf. D9.1 v2 for details).     
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Figure 20: 2011 integration trial setting 

 

This trial scenario aims to demonstrate TAS3 as user-centricity enabler, hence there is a 
central point (“privacy management center”) where the end-user (i.e. the patient) can 
control his personal preferences regarding data protection and check audit logs of whom 
accessed his data. 

A central point for managing policies in a distributed environment can be implemented 
in many different ways. Policies (expressing personal preferences) can be generated in 
the central dashboard and made available for download by the different distributed 
service providers or the policies could be pushed towards them. The privacy center could 
implement a PDP (Policy Decision Point), meaning that service providers would forward 
access requests to the central PDP. Equally, the dashboard could be a portal towards 
local privacy preference “configurators” at the local service providers. For sake of 
simplicity and easy of demonstration, the dashboard infrastructure acts a PDP in this 
integration trial (see further). 

New in the phase 2 scenario, is the presence of a third party application that is not part 
of the “professional healthcare environment”. This application represents one of the 
many independent service providers which offer health related services to patients. In 
this particular trial, the service provider offers a disease management application for 
diabetes type 1 patients (explained further). For a part (it also provides guidance and 
coaching), the application serves a partial,  disease specific, Personal Healthcare Record. 

 

4.2.2 Scenarios 

The overall demonstration scenario is an extension of the “information retrieval” 
scenario explained in the earlier D9.1 deliverables. In the phase 2 trial, technical 
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aspects of the TAS3 components and the enhanced user-centricity provided by the TAS3 
combined architecture is demonstrated. 
 
The phase 2 scenario consists of three use cases. 
 

4.2.2.1 Use Case: Phase 1 Revisited – User-Centricity 

 
Storyline: “Homer visits his general practitioner (GP) after his episode at the hospital 
where he was admitted when having breathing problems (emergency). His GP wants to 
find out more information of Homer’s medical condition, the diagnosis and treatment 
received at the hospital, medication prescribed and further follow-up needed.” 
 

Homer’s GP accesses Homer’s discharge information through the PILS. Governing 
policies are now a composition of the third party policies (law, local hospital regulations) 
and Homer’s preferences. 

 This demonstrates basic policy interaction and dashboard functionality for 
configuring user preferences. 

 

4.2.2.2 Use Case: Central Control – User-Centricity 

“Homer is a diabetic patient, recently he has discovered a disease management 
application on the net which allows him to keep a diary on the disease. Homer uses this 
site as diabetes diary as it provides benefits over his paper diary (cannot get lost, provides 
more detailed logging, provides relevant personalised information, etc.). As with the 
paper diary, Homer wants to share the recorded information with his diabetologist when 
he is on consultation.” 

 

The diabetes management site integrates with the ehealth policy platform (being TAS3 
compliant and speaking the correct “ehealth domain vocabulary” for access requests). 
Therefore access to the platform by healthcare professionals is automatically governed 
by the personal preferences of the patients, without them needing to configure sharing 
rights specifically for this one site. Moreover, healthcare professionals don’t even need to 
be registered to the platform. 

 This demonstrates the benefits delivered by the TAS3 architecture for making 
individual control over personal data work in a large eco-system with minimal 
effort. 

 

4.2.2.3 Use Case: Consent Request 

“A new clinical trial on diabetes is started. The clinical researchers have difficulties 
finding patients which fit the inclusion criteria. They believe that looking for patients 
through the different diabetes disease management service providers could offer a 
solution. One of the biggest concerns in executing this plan is ensuring that their actions 
are in line with the data protection legislation.” 
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The TAS3 framework offers a solution to automatically handle the complete process of 
obtaining consent for scanning the data and for accessing it for research, within the 
boundaries of legislation and governing ethical frameworks. 

 Illustrates the possibilities of centralised privacy preference management for 
dynamic consent questions (i.e. the basis of an e-consent system). 

 

4.2.3 Demonstration Eco-system 

For the integration trial a dummy health eco-system is created. It is in principle quite 
similar to the existing health environment of Belgium (in fact of many countries). A 
number of assumptions have been made which make the practical implementation 
easier. The implementation is for demonstration purposes and does architecture wise 
not represent the best practical solution.  

4.2.3.1 User Privacy Preferences 

In the ecosystem, there is a central PDP which produces access control decisions based 
on the default governing policies and patient privacy preferences. The central PDP deals 
with granularity at the document level. These “documents” are defined according to the 
default data exchange that takes place in the domain. In the trial the used set of 
documents is very limited, but in reality this could be very broad7. Every service 
provider willing to be part of the ehealth information exchange eco-system needs to 
follow a number of rules: 

 Service providers need to be aware of the scope of the central PDP access 
decisions (defined data sets on which the PDP needs to be contacted). For every 
access request that falls within this scope, they need to forward the request to 
the central PDP. 

 Service providers are responsible for translating their local context into a request 
that uses the common policy vocabulary8 of the ehealth domain (which the 
central PDP uses)9.  

 When the central PDP does not provide a decision, local policies govern.  

In order to fully specify the ecosystem in accordance to governing legislation and best-
practices, one would need to determine the detailed rules on when (and with what 
conditions) service providers can override central PDP decisions. This is outside of the 
scope of this demonstration. 

Access requests formulated by a service provider need to contain the following 
information in order to be accepted by the central PDP: 

 

Information Type of Valueset URN reference11        

                                                  
7 Cf. several medical terminologies. 
8 “vocabulary” refers to how the request metadata is communicated. E.g. in XACML terms: what 
the subject, resource, action, etc. attributes used are called and what their content is. 
9 This translation could be generically covered by the TAS3 ontology services (which are not yet 
available). 
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concerning10  Information  

Subject Identity of the 
subject 
requesting 
access 

Social Security ID (cf. 
D9.1 v2) 

:person-id:insz-niss 

 

Subject Healthcare 
identification 
number of the 
subject 
requesting 
access 

Healthcare Professional 
ID (cf. D9.1 v2) 

:hcp-id:riziv-inami 

Subject Type of HCP HCP type KMEHR code  :hcp-type 

Action CRUD 
operation 

create 
read 
update  
delete 

:action 

Action Purpose for 
which the 
action is 
executed. 

e.g.12 TREATMENT, 
PAYMENT, 
OPERATIONS, 
EMERGENCY, 
SYSADMIN, 
RESEARCH, 
MARKETING, 
REQUEST, 
PUBLICHEALTH 

:purpose 

Resource Identity of the 
data subject  

Social Security ID (cf. 
D9.1 v2) 

:patient-id 

Resource In principle 
all HCPs 
directly 
involved in 
the treatment 
this resource 
is about. 
However, it is 
only relevant 
for the policy 
if the request 
“subject” is 

Healthcare Professional 
ID (cf. D9.1 v2) 

:treating-hcp-id:riziv-
inami 

                                                                                                                                                           
10 The XACML vocabulary is used. An access requests means that a “subject” requests permission 
to peform an “action” on a “resource”. 
11 URN reference in the domain wide vocabulary used in the trial. Prefix is 
urn:custodix:tas3:ehealth. 
12 From “PurposeCode Value Set Definition” (OASIS XSPA Profile of SAML) 
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involved or 
not.13 

Resource The resource 
type (broad 
classes as 
specified by 
the default 
policies) 

e.g. discharge, 
summary, medicaldiary 

:resource-type 

Resource Note that the 
resource 
contains 
information 
on specific 
sensitive 
subjects 

ETH  

HIV 

PSY 

SDV 

:sensitivity 

Other Specific 
situations 

emergency  

out-of-office 

:extraordinary-
circumstance 

Other Date and time 
of the request 

  

Table 1: Content of an access request to the central PDP 

 
The central PDP itself has access to several attribute information points that provide 
authorative for the complete domain, two of them are: 

 The GMD holder14 database which list for each patient who maintains their 
combined primary care record or GMD (if they have one).  
In the central PDP vocabulary this is represented by an attribute attributed to a 
physician “urn:custodix:tas3:ehealth:hcp-relation:gmd-holder-of” containing a 
patient ID. 

 The therapeutic relationship database15, which records which physicians have a 
known therapeutic relationship with a patient.  In the central PDP vocabulary 
this is represented by an attribute attributed to a physician 
“urn:custodix:tas3:ehealth:hcp-relation:therapeutic-relation-with” which lists a 
patient ID. 

The central PDP will base its access control decisions on a mixture of the default policies 
that are supposed to govern the ehealth domain and personal preferences. Policies can 
be defined based on the request content of Table 1 and the attributes that can be 

                                                                                                                                                           
13 This attribute is only used to see if there is a direct relation with the requestor. It is 
undoubtedly better to define an attribute in that respect. However, the current implementation 
of the demonstration repositories makes this more difficult. 
14 The concept of the combined Belgian primary care record or “Globaal Medisch Dossier” was 
explained in D9.1 v2. 
15 How such a database is maintained is ourtside of the scope of this project, but relevant topic of 
discussion in real world setups. 
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obtained from authorative sources. As mentioned earlier, end-users cannot be given full 
liberty in defining their personal policies (see also further).  

 

4.2.4 Consent Directive Requests 

The above describes how the TAS3 infrastructure aids in enforcing user defined privacy 
preferences over the complete health domain. However, these settings are static and 
define privacy policies for common data flows. There are many occasions on which 
personal data is needed outside these common data flows. One example is given in the 
“clinical trial use case” (cf. section 4.2.2.3).  

The TAS3 infrastructure allows dealing with dynamic requests to end-users for specific 
consent directives (i.e. privacy settings). The mechanism that is used in the healthcare 
integration trial is illustrated on Figure 21. 

When a candidate data user (or data provider) requires to obtain specific consent 
directives, he will need to send a request to the central privacy management service. 
After validation, this request is forwarded to the concerned end-users through their 
dashboard. The dashboard offers the end-user the possibility to answer the consent 
request by stating their preference (possibly giving consent under specific conditions). 
The central management component can then transform the consent directive into a 
policy that is stored in the PAP of the central PDP. One of the difficulties is the fact that 
the “vocabulary” used for writing the policies of the central PDP needs to be the same as 
(or be translatable in) the one used by the PEPs (or their context handler or local 
PDPs16) that forward the access request to the central PDP. 

Currently, TAS3 has not yet specified the mechanism of obtaining dynamic consent. The 
way of how a request towards the dashboard should be formulated and how this can be 
translated into a policy is not yet formalised. The following points of attention are 
relevant: 

 The consent request needs to contain the scope of users affected (so that the 
dashboard can determine who should be presented with it). 

 Requests for consent need to be sufficiently specific (minimum requirements) and 
must contain a definition of the purpose of use of data, validity period, etc.   

 The policies resulting from the consent directives can only be used by all data 
providers in the domain when they are described using a domain wide vocabulary 
(i.e. so that local access requests can be translated by the providers into requests 
understandable by the central PDP). 
Still, in many cases, consent directives are only relevant to a limited set of 
parties active in the domain; hence they could use their own vocabulary for 
specifying more complex rules than possible by default. 

 

                                                  
16 depending on the implementation of the request forwarding mechanism. 
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Figure 21: requests for specific consent directives 

 

In the integration trial, a simplified approach is taken. The complexity of the consent 
directive request is avoided by including the policy, that reflects the consent request, in 
the request itself in a form so that it is directly interpretable by the central PDP. The 
end-user’s decision on the consent directive request then simply determines the policy 
outcome (details, such as validity period, could be configured through the dashboard). 

Although this approach seems naive, it is possibly a good starting point for a generic 
solution. 

 

4.3 Integration Trial Environment 

4.3.1 Legacy Applications 

4.3.1.1 PILS Portal and Repositories 

The background and architecture of the PILS (Patient Information Location Service) 
portal and associated repositories have been described to great extend in D9.1 v2. Phase 
2 of the trial uses the same legacy implementations of portal and repositories. 

In summary (as a reminder) the PILS provides federated access to patient information 
stored in different document repositories. This information locator is not an index 
server, but rather a search engine supporting distributed searching. The PILS 
application is oriented towards professional use, in typical information storage and 
retrieval scenarios. It has been demonstrated in the professional context in phase 1 of 
the integration trial.  

With respect to the information repositories, two typical applications are: use as a 
hospital results server and use as a summary record repository. A hospital result server 
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would contain medical reports on episodes of hospital care. A summary server would 
contain ‘summary records’ created by primary care physicians. A summary record is, 
roughly speaking, a set of data that a physician needs in order to understand the 
medical status of the patient in just a few minutes, and to ensure continuity of care. The 
main difference between the two from a security perspective is that a results document 
does not usually need fine-grained access control, whereas a summary record does. 

The two demo repositories in the phase 2 trial are in fact a health record summary and 
hospital result server. In the phase 1 integration trial, access control in the repositories 
was handled locally, through an internal PDP. In phase 2, these repositories have been 
modified so that they interoperate with the central PDP. 

 

4.3.1.2 Disease Management Application 

4.3.1.2.1 Introduction 
Empowering people in healthcare means putting them in charge of their own health17 
and implies that a large part of the responsibility regarding health management shifts 
towards the patient. 

The need in healthcare to reduce cost on the long run in view of the aging population 
and the desire to further increase quality of life has been explained in D1.1. Making a 
patient more responsible for his own health is one of the approaches which aim to save 
cost and at the same time provide more quality of life. 

An obvious starting point in the empowerment process is to make patients important 
actors with respect to preventive medicine18. Deeply involving people in the preventive 
care process by informing them better and giving them more decision power makes them 
feel responsible and more inclined to actively participate in managing their health 
status (e.g. adhere to a healthy lifestyle). It needs little explanation that the cost of 
coaching a person in such a preventive care program is small compared to the cost 
incurred when this person needs to rely on the healthcare system for surgery or 
medication or eventually becomes dependent on the social security because of inability 
to work. 

Note that preventive care is certainly not restricted to primary prevention (avoiding the 
development of disease) but also for example deals with diagnosing and treating 
diseases in an early stage to reduce the negative impact of the disease or disease-related 
complications (called disease management). The patients responsibility in the 
preventive care process mainly relates to life style management (typically: food and 
exercise), therapy adherence and monitoring (either through devices or manual). 
Diabetes is a typical chronic condition in which proper disease management can 
seriously reduce the impact of comorbidities. 

A common task in disease management processes for patients is monitoring and 
recording of relevant medical information (vital parameters, medication taken, etc.) for 
evaluation by physicians. When patients start to store this health status information 

                                                  
17 It does not mean assigning patients to be quality controller of the work of professionals. It is 
often misunderstood that way both by professionals out of fear for review and by patients 
wanting to break free from a feeling of powerlessness.  
18  
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electronically in Personal Health Records (PHR), this becomes a particularly interesting 
use case with respect to personal data exchange. 

 

4.3.1.2.2 Trial Legacy PHR 
The legacy application used in the TAS3 demonstration trial is a health status recording 
site for diabetes Type I patients.  

Diabetes is a group of metabolic diseases in which the body does not produce enough 
insulin19, or cells do not sufficiently respond to the insulin that is produced. This leads to 
high blood sugar levels, which on its turn leads to (when not adequately treated) 
damage of blood vessels, heart, kidneys, eyes, nerves, and other tissues or organs. In 
general diabetes is a chronic condition that cannot be cured.  

Type 1 diabetes is the form of the disease where the body does not produce enough 
insulin. Type 1 patients are thus all insulin dependent (contrary to type 2 patients). 
Patients need to maintain their blood sugar at levels as close to normal as possible. They 
do that by injecting insulin to compensate the shortage of natural body insulin. The 
dosage is adjusted based on results of blood sugar tests (using small blood glucose 
monitor devices). Obviously, food heavily influences the blood sugar level, diabetic 
patients therefore need to take into account what they eat. 

Diabetic patients are under life-long treatment by a whole team of experts 
(diabetologist, podologist, dietician, ...). The diabetologist is the main actor in keeping 
the diabetes itself under control (not the comorbidities), i.e. helps with the disease 
management. In order to correctly assess the disease evolution, they require daily 
recordings of glucose level and insulin taken. This is typically recorded by the patient in 
a so called “diabetes diary”. 

The diabetes diary is often a paper diary, but off course there also exist a large number 
of electronic recording means. The legacy application chosen for the TAS3 integration 
trial is a web-site implementation of such a diary.  

 

                                                  
19 Insulin is a hormone that helps in the conversion of food into energy for the body. Without 
insulin, glucose (sugar) from food cannot enter cells, so it builds up in the blood while the body 
tissue becomes starved for energy. 
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Figure 22: Diabetes diary application screenshot 

 

The diabetes diary application used in the integration trial is limited in scope and 
focuses on the essential functionality of recording important parameters. The main 
component of the application is the diary itself (see screenshot on Figure 22) where 
patients can log information about their measured glucose level (blood sugar), the 
insulin that they have been taken and the carbonhydrate content of the food they have 
eaten. Finally they can register all hypoglycaemia attacks (acute glucose shortage) that 
they have experienced. The application allows patients to share the information in this 
diary with their physician. 

 

4.3.2 Dashboard 

Figure 23 shows an example of how the dashboard could look for the integration trial. 
As explained, personal privacy policies are defined as modifications of the default 
settings that are accepted as commonly acceptable in the health domain. These personal 
settings refer to read operations only, as setting access rights for the other CRUD-
operations make no sense in this context. 

As one can see on Figure 23, an end-user can specify user preferences for different types 
of information exchange, in specific cases. In the example environment these (realistic) 
cases are: 
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 Data accessible by the GMD holder 

o The “greyed-out” selection boxes are default policy settings that cannot be 
modified. One cannot restrict access of the GMD holder to most official 
communication as he is supposed to be the central person managing it. 

 Data accessible by a physician with whom the patient already has a therapeutic 
relation. This is only relevant for data outside of that therapeutic relationship. 

 Data accessible by random physicians on a first encounter or sporadic encounter 
i.e. when a real therapeutic relationship has (not yet) been established and 
registered. 

 Data access in emergency and out-of-office situations. 

Next to defining privacy settings on document types, a user can also specify his 
preferences depending on particular sensitive information that is recorded in these 
documents. The sensitivity configuration takes priority over the other settings, hence 
with respect to Figure 23: this patients GMD holder has access to all data except for 
psychiatry related information. 

It is important to note that the background mechanics are generic. Thus although the 
dashboard user interface limits the possibility of detailed access configuration, there is 
no technical limitation in the policy management system itself. One could for example 
add an “advanced” view on the dashboard for people with an interest in more control 
where they could specify their preferences in more detail (e.g. enhancing the access 
settings for specific individual HCPs). 

 

 

Figure 23: Example dashboard for the healthcare demonstrator 
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4.4 Integration Trial Status 

4.4.1 Summary Evaluation of Phase 1 

The phase 1 integration trial had as major objective to achieve TAS3 compliance in a 
realistic setting. This meant full integration of the TAS³ communication protocol stack, 
thus demonstrate TAS³ compliant Single Sign On & Service Provider communication. 
Demonstration of the TAS³ logging mechanism was a secondary objective. 

These objectives have been reached as demonstrated on the year 2 review. The following 
has been demonstrated: 

 Login to PILS portal using TAS3-ZXID-IDP 

o SSO capability (Single SignOn) 

o SLO capability (Single Logout) 

o A functioning ID-FF Discovery Service 

 PILS – Repository communication using the TAS3 communication stack. 

 

Integration with the TAS3 audit bus has also been demonstrated, although the main 
components of the TAS3 audit infrastructure (management and user interface) were not 
completed. 

4.4.2 Status and Objectives of Phase 2 

The objective of the phase 2 trial is to show the possibilities of TAS3 for building 
environments for information and service sharing where the end user remains in control 
of his data. 

This goes beyond demonstrating technical compliance (phase1) and focuses more on the 
vision of what TAS3 can offer. Phase 2 can be considered successful if the three use 
cases of section 4.2.2 can be successfully demonstrated. A number of technical shortcuts 
and simplifications will be taken in the healthcare integration trail due to the current 
implementation state of the different TAS3 components (relevant components used in 
the trial are shown on Figure 24). 

However, the phase2 integration trial should succeed in showing the possible advantage 
that TAS3 can offer for building complex environments which allow for user-centric 
personal data management. The concrete trial scenario will be available at the time of 
demonstration (review). 
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Figure 24: Healthcare Integration trial, demonstrated TAS3 components (highlighted 
parts integrated in the trial) 

 

A final remark that should be made is that although the integration trial is staged in a 
realistic setting, there are a number of domain specific issues that have not been worked 
out in the demonstrator because they are not within the scope of this work.  

One issue is for example that some documents (e.g. a SUMEHR) would always include 
sensitive information (if that is registered for a patient). Hence the combination of 
policies on the document level with respect to “information type” settings and 
“sensitivity settings” can only work if the access control is finer grained than at the 
document level. If not, the unwillingness to share some kind of “sensitivity settings” 
would (for some patients) always block such documents, which is not the intended 
behaviour. The mechanisms required to make such cases work have not been technically 
elaborated, however the following is a possible solution within the presented framework 
(requiring more complexity at the SPs): As a rule, the central PDP should comment on 
the reason why an access request was denied. If the SP believes that it is possible and 
relevant to “remove the barriers” that caused the access denial (e.g. filter substance 
abuse information from a SUMEHR), then it should do so and resubmit an adjusted 
request to the central PDP. Depending on the central PDP re-evaluation of the request 
the information should or should not be delivered.  
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5 Table of Acronyms 
CVS Credential Validation Service 

DAO Data Access Object 

GMD Globaal Medisch Dossier (Belgian primary care health record) 

GP General Practitioner 

HCP HealthCare Professional 

HEI Higher Education Institution 

HIS Hospital Information System 

IdP Identity Provider 

IDP Identity Provider 

KMEHR Kind Messages for Electronic Healthcare Record 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

OCT Online Compliance Testing 

PDP Policy Decision Point 

PDS Personal Data Store 

PEP Policy Enforcement Point 

PERMIS PrivilEge and Role Management Infrastructure Standards 

PHR Personal Health Record 

PII  Personally Identifiable Information 

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 

SME Small or Medium Enterprise 

SP Service Provider 

SSO Single Sign On 

XACML eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 
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6 References 

We decided two support two standards for references. 

IEEE standard (http://www.ieee.org/pubs/transactions/auinfo03.pdf),  sponsored by David (so 
for reference see his deliverable) 

OASIS-like standard (aka Sampo’s standard), sponsored by Sampo (for reference 
architecture doc) 
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Amendment History 

Ver Date Author Description/Comments 
V1.0 20/12/2010 Nottingham Version ready to be reviewed 
  Kenteq  
  Custodix  
V2.0 21/12/2010 Custodix Version with Healthcare Integration Trial completed 
V3.0 23/12/2010 Nottingham Final version with reviewers comments addressed 
  Kenteq  
  Custodix  
    
    
 


